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UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL COMPANY 
Swissvale, Pa. 

Inspection and Adjustment of the Normally 
Deenergized Switch Circuit Controller 

This Instruction Pamphlet covers the inspection, 
adjustment and testing of the normally deenergized Type 
"F" direct current switch circuit controller. The con, 
troller is used principally for the control of high voltage 

0

d,c. switch movements, but may be used with low voltage 
11).0vements also, more particularly the high speed move, 
ifl.ents. 

D.C. Type "F" Controller 

Complete controllers are shipped with all adjustments 
properly made and unless damage from handling has 
occurred, may be installed with no alteration except the 
possible adjustment for the desired overload protection. 
In case of repairs or renewals being made, the following 
instructions should be followed: 
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Fig. 2. Polar Magnet Assembly 
Showing how Polar Armature is Locked by 

Lock Arm of Neutral Magnet 

Polar Armature 

The polar armature, Figs. 2 and 3 should show no 
tendency to bind on its pivot. It should be locked in both 
extreme positions by the locking arm on the neutral arma
ture so that there will be equal air gaps of approximately 
-t7;'' between it and the respective pole face when slack is 
taken up by manually depressing the end of the polar 
armature opposite the particular air gap under observa
tion. If the air gaps are unequal they may be equalized 
by adjusting the trunnions of the neutral armature. ~ .. 

The head of the pin which holds the lock roller to the 
polar armature operating arm should have at least 3\" 

clearance from the bearing bracket, Fig. 3, when all th~ 
end play is taken up in the direction giving the· ·least 
clearance. 
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Neutral Armature 
The neutral armature back stop (Bearing bracket, Fig. 

3) should allow the locking arm to extend down at least 
to the center line of the lock roller so as to provide a 
positive lock which can not be jarred loose by blows of 
the hand on the polar armature. When deenergized, the 
neutral armature should have an air gap of -h II measured 
at the top of the armature, as shown in Fig. 3. The neutral 
armature should have ~ 11 end play. 

The locking arm should extend so that the end is in 
line with the middle of the lock roller. If it is much 
tonger it might interfere with the polar armature operat
ing arm. 

Latch Rod Clearances 
The circuit breaker latch rod should be adjusted so 

that when the· neutral armature is picked up, the latch 
face extends not less than -h II beyond the pin with which 
it engages. The clearance between the holding finger on 
the holding magnet armature and the top edge of the 
circuit breaker latch rod should be -h 11

, with the neutral 
armature in its deenergized position. These adjustments 
are to insure that the latch rod will always engage the 
circuit breaker pin when the neutral armature picks up 
after the circuit breaker has been tripped by an overload. 

The clearance between the bottom edge of the latch 
rod and the trip finger on the holding armature should be 
)i 11

• The air gap of the trip armature should be adjusted 
by the adjusting nuts so that when that armature is 
pressed down slowly the circuit breaker contact will open. 
Where the Fig. 8 circuit breaker not having the thermal 
resistor is used, it may be necessary to deviate from the 
U II dimension slightly or the air gap of the trip armature 
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may be different; 1n any case 1t is necessary that pressing 
the trip armature down slowly will result in tripping the 
circuit breaker contact. 

Fig. 4, Indication Contacts 45 to 48 in space 1 

Neutral Contact Adjustments 
The neutral contacts, Fig. 3, should have an opening 

of~" when deenergized and be deflected ~" from their 
stops when closed. When indication contacts 45~48 shown 
in Fig. 4 are used, the neutral contact springs must not hit 
the polar magnet coils when the neutral ·magnet is de, 
energized. 

Polar Contact Adjustments 
The polar contact spring bar should show no tendency 

to bind in its bearings. 
Each set of polar contacts should engage equal amounts 

when the polar armature is in either extreme position. 

Indication Contacts 
(Space 1, Fig. 1 and Fig. 4) 

The two normal and two reverse non,independent 
indication contacts 45,48 should be adjusted to have an 
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opening of 1
3
6 " between the silver and graphite contact 

blocks when measured vertically between the contactt. 
One of the contact springs should be adjusted to have 
equal compression on either contact piece. The other 
spring should then be adjusted to make at the same r~
spective times as the first one. The contact spring tips 
should be centered with respect to the contact pieces. 
The flexible connector should have sufficient clearance 
from adjacent parts. (NoTE: These indication contacts 
were not used prior to October, 1927). 

Fig. 5. Deenergizing Contacts 36 to 38 in space 2 

Deenergi~ing Contacts 
(Space 2, Fig. 1 and Fig. 5) 

The controller deenergizing contacts 36-38, should 
have an opening of .%; 11 for the outside contacts and 
should be deflected l 2 

11 from their stops when closed. Th-\! 
inner contacts should be adjusted to open at the same 
time as the corresponding outside contacts. These adjust
ments must be carefully made, as too small an openi!'fg 
may result in a flash over if the voltage is high, and too 
large an opening may cause a failure at low voltage. 
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Neutral and Deenergizing Contact Test 
When reversing .the controller slowly, allowing the 

lock to ride on the lock roller, observe that the neutral 
contacts are held closed in all positions in which the 
lock is riding on the roller. They should close slightly 
before the polar armature has moved sufficiently to open 
the polar contacts in space 2. That is, there should be 
no point at which both the neutral and polar deenergizing 
contacts are open, or at which the polar contacts would 
be open and the lock could prevent the polar armature 
from completing its stroke. 

Fig. 6. Armature Polechanging Contacts 30 to 32 and 33 to 35 
in spaces 3 and 4 

Polechanging Contacts for Motor Armature 
(Spaces 3 and 4, Fig. 1 and Fig. 6) 

Contacts 30-32 and 33-35 should be adjusted with 
power on the controller. If these adjustments are made 
while the controller is connected as when in service, an 
accidental short circuit may be prevented by removing 
the wire from terminal 28 (Fig. 10). The contacts should 
be adjusted so that the high voltage controller will reverse 
on 75 volts or the low voltage controller at 18 volts. The 
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springs should have a taper toward the center when the 
movable contact is engaged. This taper must not be to'b 
great when the movable contact is disengaged as the 
contact will not then readily enter the springs when the 

CONTACT 
(OPEN POS.) 

Fig. 7. Top View of Contact 30, 
32, 33 or 35 in spaces 3 and 4 

controller is reversed and thus raise the minimum operat
ing voltage. To get this adjustment, the springs should 
be bent out at point "R" and in at "S," as indicated in 
Fig. 7. When the contact adjustment will allow the con
troller to operate at the proper voltage, it should be 
reversed by hand, with the power off, and there should 
not be a great. enough tendency for the controller to 
return to its original position with the neutral armature 
held up by hand to cause the contacts to disengage them
selves. The movable contacts should be centered with 
respect to the springs. 

Disconnect Rectifier for Tests 
Where the rectifier, Fig. 1, is used with the high voltage 

controller, the above adjustments should be made with 
the rectifier disconnected at the controller terminals 38 
and 42, Fig. 10. After the contacts have been adjusted 
the rectifier should be connected and the minimum operat~ 
ing voltage should then be approximately 10 volts lower. 
Care must be taken to see that the polarities of the wind
ings and power supply agree with the wiring diagram as 
otherwise the controller will fail to operate when the 
rectifier is used. 
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Circuit Breaker Contact Adjustment 
The circuit breaker contact, Fig. 3, should have an 

opening of Yz II when tripped and the contact spring 
should rest against the contact stop. In closing, the con .. 
tact spring should have a vertical slide of -h 11

• It should 
strike both of the fixed contact pieces at the same time. 
After closing it should rest flatly against both fixed con, 
tacts with a pressure of approximately 12 ounces. 

On moving the controller slowly by hand it should 
be noted that the circuit breaker contact is open during 
the entire period of bridging of the polar contacts in 
spaces 3 and 4. Should the circuit breaker contact close 
during that time, full line voltage would be impressed 
across the field winding of the switch motor resulting in a 
virtual short circuit of the line~ 

Final Tests 
When the controller is connected to a source of direct 

current as shown on the wiring diagram, Fig. 10, with the 
control wires NW and R W connected to a pole changing 
switch, the high voltage controller should operate posi-, 
tively at 75 volts without the rectifier or 65 volts with the 
rectifier. The low voltage controller should operate at 
18 volts. 

The neutral magnet tension spring, Fig. 3, should be 
adjusted to give the maximum tension permissible without 
interfering with the action of the high voltage controller 
at 65 volts or the low voltage controller at 18 volts. 

If set in the middle position with the polar contacts 
in spaces 1 and 2 open, when the circuit is closed the 
controller should immediately move to either extreme 
position and lock. When energized, the controller should 
be self,restoring to either position when the neutral 
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armature is held up and the polarized armature is re~ 
versed by hand. 

After completing its movement the controller should 
completely deenergize itself. · 

When the adjustments and operation tests are com, 
pleted, a drop of Specification 1093 oil should be applied 
to each knife blade contact. 

Lubrication 
The bearings of the polar armature, lock roller, neutral 

armature and contact bar should be lubricated with 
Specification 1093 oil. 

Circuit Breaker 
(Figs. 8 and 9) 

The circuit breaker, Fig. 8, was standard until May. 
1932, when a special resistance unit was added to intro, 
duce an inverse time element in opening under an over, 
load. The new assembly, Fig. 9, is now standard for all 
d~c. type "F" controllers used with the Style "M" and 
subsequent types of switch movements. 

The new overload circuit breaker relay complete is 
interchangeable with the old relay complete and may be 
applied to obtain an inverse time element under overload 
on existing controllers. 

Theory of Operation 
· .- The circuit breaker has a holding winding inductively 

coupled to the tripping winding which prevents the 
breaker from tripping on surges such as occur when power 

· .:: is first applied to the motor, or when the motor is reversed 
while the switch is in transit. A rapid change in current 
through the tripping winding induces a voltage in a 
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secondary winding on the same spool. This voltage then 
energizes the holding winding, preventing operation of 
the tripping armature during a surge. 

In parallel with the tripping winding of the new circuit 

breaker, Fig. 9, is the resistance unit mentioned above. 
The motor current is divided between the resistor and 
the tripping coil in inverse proportion to their resistances. 
Current passing through the resistor causes it to heat up 
and its resistance to increase. As the coil resistance re
mains nearly constant, increase in resistance of the resistor 
unit causes more current to flow through the tripping 
coil. When the resistor is cold, normal clutch slipping 
values of current do not energize the coil sufficiently to 
operate the tripping armature. As the resistor unit heats 
up, the energization of the tripping coil increases until 
the operating point is reached. The greater the current 
flowing, the quicker the resistor will heat up and the 
time required- to trip will be shorter. Thus, an inverse 
time element is obtained in the tripping of the circuit 
breaker. A short circuit will cause the breaker to operate 
almost immediately. · 

The circuit breaker, Fig. 8, not using the resistor will 
trip at any steady value of current equal to or greater than 
the value for which it is set. 

Adjustment 
To adjust the circuit breaker to the proper tripping 

value the controller should be connected to a switch 
motor with a Prony brake load or to a switch movement. 
In the first arrangement the brake is adjusted until the 
motor current is of the value at which it is desired that 
the breaker should trip. In the latter arrangement a 
block of wood should be inserted between the switch 
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point and the stock rail to act as an obstruction and the 
clutch should be adjusted to slip at the desired motor 
current. 

Breaker with Thermal Resistor 
(Fig. 9) 

The breaker with the time element resistor should be 
adjusted to trip in from 2.5 to 3 seconds at 12 amperes for 
high voltage switch movements or 20 amperes for the 
20 volt, 10 second, Class A switch movement. This. 
adjustment is made by varying the compression of the 
spring, Fig. 9, by means of the nut and lock nut provided. 
The resistor must be cool before each timing test. The 
adjustment may be checked by observing the time at 

· lower current values. The high voltage breaker should 
open in approximately 15 seconds at 9.5 amperes and the 
low voltage breaker in approximately 20 seconds at 15 
amperes. After the breaker has been adjusted it should 
have the lead seal attached. The clutch of the switch 
movement should then be adjusted to slip at 12 amperes 
for high voltage movements or 20 amperes for low voltage, 
10 second, Class A movements. 

Circuit Breaker Without Thermal Resistor 
(Fig. 8) 

Where the breaker is not equipped with the time 
element resistor, it should be adjusted to trip at a steady 
value of 15 amperes for the high voltage movement, 18 
amperes for the low voltage, 10 second, Class A move .. 
ment, or 10 amperes for the low voltage, 30 second, Class 
C movement. The high voltage controller used with the 

· Style B .. 3 switch movement should have the breaker 
adjusted to trip at 22 amperes. 

The adjustment is obtained by adjusting the air gap 
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of the trip armature by means of the adjusting nuts, Fig. 8. 
To prevent the air gap from being too large or too small 
it may be necessary to change the compression of the 
spring. After the adjustment has been obtained the 
adjusting nuts should be soldered to prevent their turning 
or the lead seal attached if t4e parts are arranged for it. 

GENERAL 
With either of the above types of circuit breakers it 

should be noted that the circuit breaker does not trip 
when the switch motor is revers~d rapidly. 
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